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Razzle Dazzle format: 
Play the tees indicated on your scorecard.   
Switch scorecards with your playing partners. 

 40% of the high handicap player and 60% of the low player’s handicap will be used for the tournament.  The 8 
stroke differential rule is not in effect. 

 Holes 1 thru 6, Scramble:  A 2-Man Scramble format is when two players each hit a tee shot, the better of the 
two shots is selected and both players play from that spot, continuing in that fashion until the ball is holed. One 
team score is recorded. Both players may mark, pick, clean and place ball within 1 club length of spot in 
the same cut of grass or bunker before hitting the chosen ball.  Each team must play 2 tee shots and 2 
second shots per player in the 6 Scramble holes.  Place a 1 or 2 or D or S in the box for some indication 
which player hit the drive and which hit the 2nd shot.  No bumping in a hazard.  If you must play a ball in the 
hazard the 1st player plays it as it is.  The 2nd player, with the approval of your opponents, will place the ball as 
nearly as possible in the same position as the original ball and play from there. You may putt with your own ball.  
Place hole gross score below.  

 *2-stroke penalty for each shot required and not hit. 

 Holes 7 thru 12, Modified Alternate Shot:  Lift, clean, place within 1 club length, same cut not nearer to 
the hole.  This is the one that confuses everyone so please read carefully!  In this format no player hits the same 
ball two consecutive times on one hole. A par 3, 4 or 5 are all played using the same following procedure. 
Partners A and B both tee off, player A then hits B’s ball and B hits A’s ball for each of their 2nd shots. After each 
player has hit a tee shot and his partner’s ball for his 2nd shot, players A and B then select which ball they want 
to finish the hole with. Players A and B then alternate hitting that one ball until the ball is holed out.  At no time 
do you hit two consecutive shots on one hole.  A penalty stroke is not considered a shot.  Don’t get 
confused!  If both tee shots are on the green on a par 3 or 4 you still must hit your partner’s ball for your second 
shot. You must alternate shots beginning with your team’s third shot on every hole!  Place hole score below.   

 If the partners make a stroke or strokes in incorrect order, such stroke or strokes are canceled and the side 
incurs a penalty of two strokes. The side must correct the error by playing a ball in correct order as nearly as 
possible at the spot from which it first played in incorrect order (see Rule 20-5). If the side makes a stroke on the 
next teeing ground without first correcting the error or, in the case of the last hole of the round, leaves the putting 
green without declaring its intention to correct the error, the side is disqualified.  (Rule 29-3) 

 Holes 13 thru 18, Team Best 1-Ball.  Lift, clean, place within 1 club length, same cut not nearer to the 
hole.  On the score card write in each players score and then place the best gross score below.  Team handicap 
will be subtracted after totaling team gross score for all 18 holes. 

 
As always the local rules posted on the 2nd and 16th tee are not in effect.  .  Any shot hit out of bounds must be 
replayed applying the appropriate stroke and distance penalty. 
 
All newly planted trees are staked, take stance and swing relief, Rule 24-2b. 
 
Rules Committee: Bill Strahan, Dave Gluck, Dave Delbon. 
 
Player Responsibilities 
Every player is responsible for knowing the rules of today’s play and the Rules of Golf. All players are also 
responsible for verifying the accuracy of their handicap.  It is every group’s responsibility to keep up with the group in 
front of them.   
 
Tournament payout: 3 Flights, $50.00, $40.00 and $30.00 per player for 1st, 2nd and 3rd in each flight. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/definitions.html#Partner
http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/definitions.html#Stroke
http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/definitions.html#Stroke
http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/definitions.html#Stroke
http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/definitions.html#Stroke
http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/definitions.html#Side
http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/rules/rule20.html#20-5
http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/definitions.html#Side
http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/definitions.html#Stroke
http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/definitions.html#TeeingGround
http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/definitions.html#PuttingGreen
http://www.usga.org/playing/rules/books/definitions.html#PuttingGreen
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Important Pace of Play information for today’s tournament 
 
 

1. The first group must play in a maximum time of 4 hours and 12 minutes.  As pacesetters it is hoped they 
will play in less than 4 hours and 12 minutes.  Should the first group finish 18 holes at 12 minutes to 
15:59 minutes over pace each TEAM will be penalized one-stroke.  16 minutes or more over pace will result 
in each TEAM being penalized two-strokes. 

2. Each following group must finish the 18 holes no more than 12 minutes behind the group they follow.  
Groups that finish in more than 4 hours and 12 minutes and 12 minutes to 16 minutes behind the group they 
follow will be penalized one-stroke.  Groups that are over 4 hours and 12 minutes and 16 minutes or more 
behind will be penalized two-strokes. 

3. Any TEAM that would like to appeal any pace of play penalty must do so before signing and turning in their 
scorecard.   

4. The last hole is considered completed by the group when the flagstick is placed in the hole. 
5. Do not worry about the group behind you.  They are the responsibility of the course rangers. 

 
  
Ties will be broken using the USGA recommended procedure, back 9, back 6 etc. 
 

 Please check the gift certificate box in the pro shop for any certificates you may have won. 
 

 

 
 
 


